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our mission

Law@Leiden carries 
out research into the 
role of the law in the 
information society 

The mission of the 

centre is to develop and 

transfer an inventory of 

knowledge and 

expertise on regulating 

models and 

instruments, which can 

contribute to a 

worldwide sustainable 

information society 

organization

- education and research

- approx. 3 fte (but over 25 connected 

individuals)

main themes

- privacy and data protection

- ‘virtual straightjackets’

some highlights

- evaluation of Dutch Data Protection Act, 

and follow-up

- health records projects

- online publication of court decisions



where technology meets the law...

- liability and exoneration, burden of proof
- competition and intellectual property
- privacy and data protection

Complex IT projects yield complex compliance issues. 

Almost any choice regarding functional requirements is 

legally relevant



OV-chip — an interesting case study

Trans Link Systems

- joint venture of NS, 

RET, HTM, etc.

- but who ‘owns’ the 

card, software and 

data

- who are responsible? 

and for what?

- and what is the legal 

position of other 

interested parties?





what could possibly go wrong?

- traveller forgets to 

check-in/check-out

- equipment 

malfunctions

- transaction logs not 

properly uploaded

- incorrect location 

information

- card malfunctions

- bus takes a detour, 

tram is too late

- check-in/check-out 

equipment cannot be 

found

- unlawful use of travel 

data 

- etc. 



analysis

- chipcard should be a payment system,
- however it is a control system 
- and a marketing tool…

function creep

opportunities of IT used to widen the array 

of functional requirements



consequently…

less attention for specific traveller interests
- dimishing transparancy and burden of proof
- functionality issues

sub-optimal level of privacy compliance
- data minimalization 
- choice vs tariff differentiantion
- proportionality and subsidiarity
- security

Data Protection Authority 

requests for enforcement



enforcement actions

- real and relevant issues
- interesting from a legal perspective
- show how data protection works
- low cost – high impact

Journalist Discount Card
Student OV-chip



suggestions

allow users to chose

- no coercion or pressure

infrastructure for user rights

- website: ov-chipkaart.nl

- single entry for complaints 

and opt-out

- show which data are derived 

from which source, and for 

what purposes they are used

- get the data right!
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